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2 Speaking, Lenten Series, St. John's Cathedral, Spokane, Washington
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27 Preaching, Greater Waimea Parish, Waimea, Hawaii
27-30 Preaching, First Presbyterian Church, Honolulu, Hawaii
April
7 Speaking at Forum, Whitworth College, Spokane, Washington
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17 Preaching, Westside Presbyterian Church, Seattle, Washington
24 Preaching, University Place Presbyterian Church, Tacoma, Washington
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13 Speaking, Graduation Inland Empire School of the Bible, Spokane, Washington
12 Preaching, First Presbyterian Church, Missoula, Montana
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God's Will:
Keep It Simple
Life is one long sequence of set of rules.
Adnrlnistration decisions.There is no way to avoid And then, it is God's will that we
R;jbert 1,!\N(¢dnte; Pte:;lde~l. them. "Stop the world, I want to give him thanks in every situation.
Riclwd R~a1!'eny;Y",ePre$id~\ get off" is not a viable option. Not for, but in. How is this
!OJi'D\1ve]OI1m\'ll(and P!lblie,N'fait'sJu,liaAn<lert0B,Yiee~l'!'Sidentfor Believersconstantly ask, "What possible?Romans 8 helps. Mer
sw.d"llt PfeandDireclol'oLSw.dent is God's will in this matter?" Paul explains the helping role of
g7Y~pme(lt Collegeis a time when many of the Holy Spirit, he goes on to say
~mia~=,)'~c~p-~entl'<>rlife's most pressing issues must be (in verse 281that in everything God
;!Utlw@ .!il'k~Ni£k V,¢li4\intlQr addressed. Shall I be a doctor, works toward the accomplishment
'~~~Nhrlci' ··..ii lawyer, merchant, thief? (No- It is also God's will that we pray of his purpose. What is God's
Sb1J;lcA"ASboq,pil'~o'9L scratch that last one.) Shall I make continually. Prayer is not scaling purpose for us?Verse 29 says that
A~Ol\lV .. my home in Washington, Colorado, the ramparts of heaven and forcing God ordained that we should be.~l::;~:;~~~~~Ornia? Should I marry"A":a~~~c~~~~:o~~:s~~o~~s far ~~h:~~~~g~:ae~~ ~;:di~~/'
RonJ;:Jl'tIlck; Dlre<;tQn.>fAIu(l)(li More often than not, we pose the more than we ourselves. Prayer is in the experience of Christ [Heb.
Rell\tiql1s; . questions of God's will in nothing more or less than open 5:81,so also does God use
BoardofTrustees geographical,social,or career continuing dialoguewith God. We circumstances (sometimes
WliliamAiles terms. No wonder it is so difficult fmd ourselves slack in prayer unpleasant) to shape us to the
to discern!While God is interested primarily because our likeness of his Son. On this basis=t~:: ~i;h~~;~,d~s~r~o;~sd~ ~~and =~f?tI:~n~f ~::~~~i~a~~: :a~~:~:~ve thanks whatever
RathrYfiG.C<1l!. quite another level.What's more, not all that satisfying.It's not as So there you have it. God's will
lI~ot Chase it's quite simple. complicated as we make it. Prayer for us. Bejoyful, be prayerful, be
.'Gmjt W,!Jel:Jllltest In I Thessalonians 5, Paul tells is designed for needy people. It thankful.c-,;:::;::::::::-'"1_~~~;,t-~~~~~~:~~~'~~~.':;}'~tlioli~'1.J;l;:Q!J.i·~~lSIJJW·Jg.I;ap.Jna__ 1_1sn'\t~fhat simple?'------,...", _ _.""
::; always joyful; pray continually;
give thanks whatever happens; for
this is what God in Christ wills for
you" (verses 16-18;NEB).
First, there is joy. He wills it. He
provides it. One of the New
Testament Greek words for joy is
built upon a root word which
means' 'to jump." To be joyful in
this sense means "to jump for joy."
It is to realize in a great burst of
elation the real significanceof what
it means to be a child of God -
forgiven, redeemed and possessed
by his Spirit.
God is a joyful being, not like
H.L.Menoken's description of a
puritan: a person who has the
sinking feeling that someone
somewhere is having a good time!
To be in touch with God is to tap
into pure joy.
- --- ------ -
TodaV's Topic
Time for a Synthesis?
s more less? The once mostly
aesthetic question now seems cen-
tral to the survival of the human
species. More nuclear weapons,
less security? More consumption,
less quality of life? And, in
medicine, does more technical
wizar ean less health?
e answ ,'tfut
the questions about technology are
mounting. Largely because of technology,
the cost of medical care in the United
States rose from $564 for every man,
woman and child in 1975 to $1,038 in
1980, only five years later. In 1982 alone
the cost for medical care rose 11 percent,
almost three times the consumer price in-
dex, according to Time magazine.
Labor costs in medicine have
risen faster than for other industries, yet,
surprisingly, the contribution of labor
costs to heath care costs has fallen from 62
percent in 1955 to 53 percent in 1975.
What has made the difference is
technology. One audit in Georgia in 1975
found hospitals there charging $40 for a
bottle of aspirin and $35 for a bottle of
Listerine - not because they were trying
to gouge patients, but because they were
trying to make up for multi-million dollar
equipment.
Medical economist Victor Fuchs
warns that soon only the very rich or
those fortunate enough to qualify for
dwindling government programs will be
able to afford full-scale medical care.
Others worry that in an era of tightening
research budgets, technology is absorbing
far too much money, leaving too little for
the kinds of basic, undramatic research
that leads to polio vaccines and penicillin.
As medical essayist Lewis Thomas points
out, shiny and complex iron lung
machines helped polio victims breathe in
the 1940s - at a cost of up to $15,000 per
year, per patient - while today the vac-
cine that prevents the disease costs only
pennies. In his National Book Award-
winning collection of essays, "The Lives
of a Cell," he reca1Is the "staggering
expense" needed to cure typhoid fever in
1935 (a bottle of chloramphenicol does it
tod;;r.L and enthusiastic plans for lung
~ ew tuberclilosiS
hospitals in the 1950s ("and then strep-
tomycin came along and the hospitals
themselves were closed up."). Dr.
Thomas writes, "It is when physicians are
bogged down by their incomplete
technologies . . . that deficiencies in the
health care system are most conspicious."
But an overemphasis on hard-
ware has another cost (and this is where
liberal arts may help): a new confusion
about what it means to be human.
Whitworth's Forrest Baird,
Ph.D., assistant professor of religion and
philosophy, and a lecturer on bioethics,
last fall participated in a panel discussion
at a Spokane hospital. The panel examin-
ed the hypothetical case of a fetus with
spinal bifida.
Baird comments, "For one
surgeon on the panel, bioethics meant
simply, 'How can I convince the parents
to do what they'.' ought" to do?' In other
words, he was saying you always in- The "ultimate
tervene no matter what. I said, at some "f
point quality of life becomes so poor it is meamng 0
not worth intervening. This guy almost life," of course,
accused me of being a baby killer." I"SII"beral arts'
Baird and similar thinkers worry
that technology is opening some more ter- bailiwick"""
rible Pandora's boxes:
Babies saved through heroic
means may be born blind, brain damaged,
crippled, and require a lifetime of social
and health services.
Medical miracles raise public ex-
pectations, making people more likely to
BY PAUL BUNNING
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sue if what they saw on a "Dr. Welby"
rerun doesn't work for them: Lawsuits in
tum raise the costs of health care.
As techniques for organ trans-
plants develop, the demand for organs
will skyrocket - but supply will always
be severely limited (donors must fulfill ex-
acting requirements, including a healthy
organ but also. brain death), and so who
decides who will receive the organs?
Are basic, caring aspects of
medical care being lost among the hard-
ware machines?
Are the overhead costs for equip-
ment (used for relatively rare cases)
making even routine care too expensive,
thus driving up government and health in-
surance costs? (One General Motors ex-
ecutive said in 1977 that GM's health in-
surance costs added more to the price of
an automobile than the cost of the steel
used to make it.)
hese questions are growing more
crucial almost daily. Researchers
in 1982, for example, succeeded
in transplanting rat genes into the
DNA of mice, resulting in rat-like
mice who in tum made rat-like progeny.
If that can be done in one manunal, it can
be done in another: will humans be next?
Cystic fibrosis, a lethal inherited
disease that afflicts one of every 1,800
newborns, damages the lungs and
digestive system and generally kills b the
age of 20. Last montfi the 1'residentiaI
Commission for the Study of Ethical Pro-
blems in Medicine and Biomedical and
Behavioral Research predicted genetic
screening could almost eliminate the
disease by the end of this decade. That's
the good side; what about the bad? Will
people begin selecting children by sex, eye
color, personality? Will we soon tum
ourselves into a species of attractive, plea-
sant conformists? Will some totalitarian
society breed up races of warriors, ser-
vants, evil geniuses? All this was envision-
ed in Brave New World, but it is now on
the threshhold of the possible.
Inevitably we will have to decide
enough is enough. The only question is
when. But the decision will be difficult,
not least because these issues are intricate-
ly nested, one inside another, like Chinese
eggs, good and bad, clear and unclear.
Perhaps the secret will be to unravel ques-
tions, searching for the most basic: How
much can we fiddle with human beings
and still leave them human? And deeper
still, just what IS human?
Baird says, "Do you answer it
qualitatively or quantitatively? Do you say
'You're a human being if you can do, say,
six of ten things on a ten-item scale' or do
you say, 'We have souls, that's what
makes us human, and you can't quantify
abilities?' You can't look at abortion, for
instance, and not ask what is the ultimate
meaning of life."
The "ultimate meaniiIg of life,"
of course, is liberal arts' bailiwick, and so,
slowly but surely, a synthesis of medicine
and liberal arts seems to be growing. The
University of California's Schools of Med-
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Medical
miracles raise
public expecta·
tions, making
people more
likely to sue if
what they saw
on a "Dr.
Welby" rerun
doesn't work
for them.
icine, for instance, employ former Satur-
day Review editor and essayist Norman
Cousins, at the Los Angeles campus, and
philosopher Albert R. Jonsen at the San
Francisco campus. At Harvard's Medical
School, Whitworth graduate and eminent
surgeon Dr. Grant Rodkey '39, has been
working on a program to introduce theo-
logical students into the medical school
for a year of study side by side with medi-
cal students, allowing both to benefit.
plan the future. "We need to examine the
consequences of these issues and
technologies," Dr. Rodkey said. "We
must develop them slowly and carefully."
He adds that it is certainly not just
physicians who sometimes become nar-
row minded - it is society as a whole.
Rodkey worries that the public is poorly
informed about medical issues, and, in an
almost childlike fashion, tends to yen for
an "unruffled life," with guarantees of
good health.
Of course, liberal arts doesn't
guarantee answers. Musings on the soul,
like those on the seating of angels on pins,
sometimes simply go astray from the real
world. Not long ago, people who today
would be called liberal arts specialists
believed that human thought and the soul
resided in the heart. Yet at this writing a
thinking, courageous human being sur-
vives at the University of Utah with a
$16,450 machine made of Dacron and
stainless steel in the place where his heart
once was, busily pumping seven liters of
blood a minute.
Itwas a thrilling, shocking break-
through; but there may be more shocks in
store: already scientists are debating the
consequences of transplanting portions of
the human brain. The technique is still
years away, but it could prove feasible.
"We may come to the point
where we'll just have to refuse high
technology because of its costs. I think
that time will come - but at the same
time I hope we'll find a happy medium,"
says Dr. Paul Willard, '73, a Spokane in-
ternist. "These decisions will have to be
made - whether by society, by physi-
merica's love affair with technolo-
gy is not new, but the effect of
medical technology, until recent-
ly, was actually relatively minor.
The basic adult life span, since
Biblical times was and remains three
score and ten. Once you survived
childhood, you always had a fair shot at
living to a ripe old age.
Unquestionably, modem medic-
ine has made an immense impact on in-
fant mortality. But even there, environ-
mental factors have an amazing amount
of say. The Swedes, for instance, with
technology no more advanced than Amer-
ica's, have a significantly lower rate of in-
fant mortality than does the United States
....._-----~-------------------------~---------_._-._------------------
(which generally ranks near the bottom of
the industrialized world in this category.I
Superior prenatal (preventative) care and
even factors such as nutrition, maternal
mood and stress make a difference. But
the Swedes also average markedly dif-
ferent death rates for adults aswell- only
half the rate of deaths from heart disease,
for example. The overall fatality rate for
men 55 to 64years old is 63 percent higher
in the United States than in Sweden.
But there are startling differences
inside the United States too. Researchers
compared death rates from 1966 to 1968
in companion states Nevada and Utah,
and discovered Nevada's death rate was
far higher (54 percent higher for men
40-49, for example.) In some categories
the rates were even wider - the death
rate because of cirrhosis of the liver was
590percent higher than Utah's, and death
because of lung cancer 443 percent. Yet
the climate, the technology available in
hospitals, and the number of physicians
per thousand population was the same in
both states. The implications: lifestyle is
crucial.
Dr. David Banta, of the Office of
Technology Assessment in Washington,
D.C., notes that the death rate for tuber-
culosis in the United States fell
dramatically from 450 per 100,000
population per year in 1850 to 36 per
100,000in 1938.Yet is was not until 1939
t llnnedicine devised an effective treat-
ment. Improved sanitation, water quality,
immunization and nutrition made the dif-
ference. Today - ironically in an era
when the Environmental Protection
Agency is under attack for downgrading
enforcement of environmental laws - we
face a similar case with cancer, of which
80 to 90 percent is believed caused by en-
vironmental factors.
Says biochemist Lee Rodkey,
who worked on environmental problems
for the Sealab underwater project, "Our
environmental problems are causing new
things to show up in tremendous quan-
tities that we don't have any ideawhat the
cause is - such as the increase in car-
diovascular problems and cancer. We
have caused these things by our own
thoughtlessness in many ways, from our
environment, and by what we drink,
breathe and eat."
If, as the Greeks believed, the
real goal of knowledge is "living well,"
then liberal arts - the study of history,
art, philosophy, religion, literature - to
the degree they encourage a moderate
lifestyle- may be positivelygood for you.
Paul Willard suggests, "I feel
medical care is a right, and a privilege -
but not something to abuse. Should we
have a health tax for those people who
want to abuse their health, and then come
in for medical care (often at public ex-
pense)? Should we have a health tax on
cigarettes and alcohol?What about ohesi-
ty, which is certainly a self-inflicted
disease? I don't know - but certainly
these are questions." -
Grant Rodkey adds, "The at-
titude is to smoke, drink, sit around all the
time, and then leave it up to those doctors
"I think that
there is a time
to die - and to
let die - and
I'm not sure
that it does
much to prove
that we can
keep someone
breathing and
their heart
beating for x
number of
"years ...
to fix us up, and they shouldn't be too ex-
pensive while they're doing it!"
In addition to talking personally
to a number ofWhitworth graduates now
practicing in the health field, Today also
mailed an informal poll to as many
medical graduates as we could find.
About half responded, and of them, a sur-
prisingly high proportion expressed
doubts about high technology - partidar-
ly the case of SeattleDentist Clark and the
artificial heart.
"Great for Barney Clark - but
are we willingtopay the price? I doubt it,"
wrote Dr. Evan L.Otteson, '61. Dr. Orval
Dean, '53, wrote "(it's questionable) if it's
worth the expense and effort." And Dr.
Theodore D. Hegg, '66, wrote, "it does
not, in my opinion, at this time offer suffi-
cient prolongation of life to warrant the
tremendous expense."
Lee Rodkey, in a telephone inter-
view went on, "The problem of heroics in
medicine, as with our friend Dr. Clark
down in Utah, to my mind, is nothing but
an ego trip for the physician involved."
What about genetic planning and
recombinant DNA research - the type
that produced the rat-mice, but also hu-
man insulin and interferon? Most of the
responding graduates saw such research
as risky, but stillworth the risk. Dr. Lewis
L.Bock, '48 wrote" (DNAresearch) needs
definite guidelines and control, of an in-
ternational nature, binding on its partici-
pants - (it's)almost like nudear bombs."
Today asked the physicians to im-
agine they were in charge of $10million in
health funds - and we asked them, given
a choice between vaccination programs
and heart transplant research, which
would they finance? Several complained
that the question was too simplified, but
all but one opted for vaccination over
high-tech heart research.
ost of the Whitworth graduates
also agreed that there is too
much emphasis in curing or
treating disease, and not
enough on preventing it in the
first place. Dr. Bock, a pediatrician, com-
mented, "Sixty-five percent of the total
federal health dollar goes to the elderly
and those over 65 to care for an illness
already present."
Dr. Hegg adds, "The technology
of medicine is extremely expensive.
Hospital care is very labor intensive and
therefore expensive. The majority of ex-
pense in the care ofa given individual is in
the last months of life. Though terribly
over simplified, (the answer is] we must
learn to accept less aggressive care
especially when it is merely palliative."
And Dr. George L. McLarren, '50, said
"there should be more emphasis on out-
patient care, patient education for self
care, and less surgery." He called for
heroic life support "only in carefully
selected circumstances. People have a
right to die with dignity."
Interestingly, all the Whitworth
graduates had had patients who refused
treatment that would have helped - and
all supported the right of such patients to
opt out.
Today also candidly asked its
graduates whether they felt the liberal arts
training they'd haa at Whitworth had
prepared them for medical school and
their profession.
Dr. Will Williams '55, wrote "I
was a chem-major, math minor, and Iwas
thankful to be a chemistry major, (which
proved) a good base for medical school.
But Whitworth gaveme an excellent base
for medical school - better than many
others had."
All of the physicians said they
valued their liberal arts training at Whit-
worth, and most now found themselves
wishing they had taken more humanities.
"I later regretted it," wrote one, of his
largely scientific emphasis. Another
wrote, "I was a science major, but the
non-science portion was important for
maintaining a proper perspective." And
one wrote' 'I wish I'd had an even broader
background in the humanities . . . I
believe that (they)increase one's ability to
measure human behavior and human
need against scientific and academic stan-
dards ... and by making one a participat-
ing member of the human race in a more
concerned and sympathetic way." One
cardiologist wrote liberal arts had helped
him "very much" in his profession.
Yet as many as 80 percent of the
nation's medical students are from largely
science backgrounds. Indeed, one recent
Whitworth graduate now studying
medicine, commented that when he
wanted to involve his new school col-
leagues in a bull session on Brave New
World, none had even heard of the book.
Hicks adds, "I think Whitworth
has a tremendous amount to offer and
we've gotten that sort of feedback - the
spiritual dimension is very important in
medicine. Sometimes it's the only source
of hope. But it's always a foundation, a
yardstick against which you evaluate
medical technology."
Evidently, medical schools are
beginning to agree. Robert Bocksch,
Ph.D., head ofWhitworth's pre-med pro-
gram, points out the college's extraor-
dinary record in placing its pre-med
graduates. In some recent years, the Whit-
worth program has placed all of its seniors
(compared to a national average of 20 per-
cent.) Bocksch says Whitworth graduates
tend to stand out because ofgoodprepara-
tion and an unusual commitment to
humanitarian goals.
SaysBaird, "The key issue (facing
medicine) is, what is it to be a human be-
ing?And that's the essence of liberal arts
- literature, history, philosophy, and
science - they're all looking at what is to
be human. Even doctors who say they
don't want to think about things like that,
they just want to do their work - they are
making a decision about what it is to be
human. That's the key connection. And
that's even more true for a Christian
liberal arts school, because our beliefsalso
influence us on the question of what it is
to be a human being.".
___~~=~- ..~..,.__ m "".
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The Realities Hit Home
For a month, Associate Editor Paul Bunning had been gathering data for his Todayarticle on
current medical issues. A routine visit to his doctor's office brought all he'd learned into an all-
too-personal focus.
-
Y internist bent over
the fingertip-sized
mole on my right
cheek, and muttered
"hmmm ...hmmm ... J1
Then, unexpectedly,
he grabbed a hand
lamp and peered into
my mouth, ears, eyes
and nose, as if my
mole signified I was going bad in some
fundamental way. Worse, he found a
polypoma in my nose. "Hmmm . . .
hmmm ... t t he said, tense now, almost
grave. At last he put the lamp down and
sat on a wheeled stool. He leaned back
against the wall. He seemed tired - or
depressed. He slowly stroked his black
beard, eyeing me intently. At last he said
"What are you doing this afternoon?"
A trap door inched open inside
me, letting a cold draft in. Ihad come only
because my wife insisted; it was a trifling
thing, after all, just a mole; something a
wife or mother would worry about but no
one else. But suddenly it seemed to have a
terrible significance.
My internist took a breath,
watching me - weighing what he would
say, with a care that pried the trap door
open wider. "The mole," he said slowly,
"has certain suspicious signs ... " Through
a cold fog I heard him say something
about "melanoma" - and worse, a
spreading melanoma, which had sent out
little satellites (I had thought them
freckles), and the polypoma. I watched
him, more than listened, as he spoke, and
from his manner Iknew Iwas in trouble.
He mumbled something about a "cure
rate of five percent," then made a three-
inch circle with his fingers, through
which Isaw blank wall.
"They'll take about that much
out of your cheek," he said gently. "But
they can do wonders with plastic surgery
today."
The trap door fell completely
open; and I floated. I kept hearing "cure
rate" in my mind, and I remembered
hearing or reading somewhere y~earsago,
when it had meant nothing to me, that
I would have to decide how to go:
clinging desperately to life support, or
more gravely without.
I thought of my interview with
Lee Rodkey, an alumnus and renowned
researcher in biochemistry. He had
contracted polio on homecoming
weekend of his senior year, after a game
as fullback on the Whitworth football
team. "Guess I was just too dumb to
know what has happening," he had
explained. "So Ijust kept on going."
And I thought of Dr. Grant
Rodkey, Lee's brother, another alumnus,
and eminent surgeon at Massachusetts
General Hospital and lecturer at Harvard.
"There is no right to an unruffled life," he
had said. "Life is a blessing, straight from
God. There is no guarantee we won't have
trouble."
advanced melanoma was among the most And I thought of Whitworth's
deadly of diseases. Forrest Baird, assistant professor of
"But don't let that scare you," he religion and philosophy, a lecturer on
said, referring to the hole that would be in bioethics. "Sooner or later we all have to
my cheek. "I had a home visit with a face these issues," he had told me a week
woman this morning who'd refused to earlier.
have hers cut out a few months ago... " He And I thought of former
let the sentence dangle. She was near Whitworth President Edward Lindaman,
death. who, on a long-awaited trip to China, had
The image flashed into my mind died so suddenly of a virus last fall; and of
from the movie "The End," in which Burt physicist Glen Erickson, killed so
Reynolds, as his doctor tells him he has tragically in a swimming accident last
only a few months to live, morosely summer in Oregon. And of others on the
watches an aquarium goldfish swim Past He mumbled faculty and staff, and among my friends,
his reflected face. srnile...14W1l.a.,.SllllllllJllmg.. ...;w:::.:h~o~h~a:::v~efaced tragedies and illness.
I gave my doctor.a NOw I was my tum. vowea to
know what else to 00. about a "cure do it well. A wrinkle: I could not go that
He reached for the wall phone f f afternoon. Ihad too many responsibilities.
and tapped in a specialist's number, and rate 0 ive per- Going well, I decided, would mean
began describing me, and my "irregular cent," then disrupting everyone else as little as
nevus," and as I listened the implications made a three- possible. So, my internist agreed to delay
gently slipped into place, one by one, like my appointment until the following
bricks in a wall: I will never see my inch circle with Monday.
9-month-old daughter grow up ... she'll The weekend crept by. My soul
never remember me, who had helped her his fingers, was all fingers and elbows, not heart; I
be born ... my wife would have to find through which I found no magic way of spending this
some way to go on without me ... how saw blank wall. precious time, and so Ispent it as usual, in
would my mother take the news? .. Iwill routine, moving bookcases, changing my
never finish my novel ... Iwould have to baby's diapers, listening to jazz, all of it
find some way of facing an unpleasant feeling thin and distant. Playing poker, I
end ... Iwas building an addition 'on our found the dime and quarter plastic chips
kitchen, would never live to enjoy it . . . didn't seem so expensive, and so Iplayed
and I even thought, now Iwon't have to coolly, with almost surgical precision. I
worry about nuclear war . . . won embarrassingly big.
Iwas too sturmed even to pray. At last Monday came. Up early, I
"I'm pretty sure it's melanoma," paced the balls of my home. Time passed
my internist said, gently, at last. minute by minute. My wife drove me to
Iwasn't ready for it ... it wasn't the clinic, and instead of going i!?-, I
on my timetable ... It wasn't the way I walked the streets outside. My mind
was supposed to go . . . noticed odd things: a collection of dying
juniper bushes in scattered leaves from
fall, in a decaying rock garden. A boarded-
up home beside a parking lot. An old man
.scavenging in a garbage can, in the alley
behind the clinic. I watched him a
moment, feeling not disdain, or pity, but
interest. It seemed interesting that the
possibilities were so varied for human life.
He and I seemed not so different after all.
Flora and fauna of precious Earth - all
one. But he didn't notice me, and so I
went by, around the clinic again, and
inside.
In the waiting room I picked up
an issue of Discover magazine, read about
Seattle dentist Barney Clark, who was
nd I thought how it was bitterly
coincidental; for a month I'd been
researching medical issues for
Today, and suddenly the dry,
abstruse facts in books and
.magazines, endless arguments and
rebuttals over hypothetical cases of
tenninalIy ill patients in the Journal of
Medicine and Philosophy were no longer
theoretical.
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surviving on the world's first permanent
artificial heart. The magazine showed a
picture of Dr. Clark being wheeled into
the operating room. For the first time I
truly grasped his awesome courage.
I kept getting up from the blue
vinyl couch and walking along walls of
cedar paneling and plastic flower and
basket ornaments. Near the oak coatrack
there was a sick child of about six, sitting
worried in a chair too big for her. She had
red hair twisted this way and that, pale
skin, dark eyes that peeked shyly up. Our
eyes met and I smiled at her, and she
smiled back. I felt understanding and
compassion open up in me, in a natural
and unpitying way I had never felt before.
In our glance I imagined a sentence:
"Friends, we understand each other."
t last my name was called and I
launched myself past a bank of
stony-faced receptionists. I was
led into a small office and put in a
dentist's chair. Beside me, glinting
coldly, a metal cabinet with metal
drawers and metal knobs; above it,
spouting from the wall, a gas nozzle; on
the cabinet, collections of dentist's hand
mirrors and tongue depressors; and little
bottles of alcohol, sproul, cycline, carbon
tetrachloride, ethyl camphor. On a' tray
nearby, little paper envelopes, including
one, labeled in pen, "biopsy." And a pair
of thin syringes with yellow caps hiding
the needles. On my other side, a metal
pop-up waste can with a white plastic
liner under the lid. I sat under a great
lamp, and looked down on a gleaming
linoleum floor. The cleanliness of it all
said "death."
A young nurse squeaked in and
put a velcro strap with a wire coming
from it on my wrist. "This is a ground,"
she said cheerfully, "for the cauterizing
needle," and left. Grounded, I sat alone
for 25 minutes, until at last, unnerved by
the wait, I pulled off the strap and began
pacing the floor.
"Hi,'1 said a cheerful man's voice,
"sit in the chair, please." It belonged to a
short, heavy man. "What's this about a
mole on your face?" He slipped a metal
disk over his eye. "Hmrnm," he said,
straightened, and walked out. A few
minutes later he returned with another
doctor.
"The satellites ... T" he asked the
other.
"Freckles, I think," the second
answered.
"The i gular h 7"trre s ape ....
"Looks okay."
"The color ... ?"
"Just a mole, I think."
I sat alone for a few minutes, in a
different kind of shock, in the aftermath,
Then the nurse came in and cheerily
ripped the strap off my wrist.
"Bet you thought you were in the
electric chair," she said.
All I could manage was a wan
smile. I sat for several moments more, and
then at last I pushed up out of the chair.
The cup had passed-this time .•
~~Ii@~1JRfrom the Root Cellar
pretty far - a doctorate from Harvard,
work on the underwater living project
Sealab, and the invention of a serum test
used by hospitals and laboratories around
the world.
Grant, the oldest, is influential in
national and New England medical circles
- he chaired the Blue Shield of
Massachusetts, for instance, and is a
member of the Massachusetts bar. The
state medical society president wrote of
Grant, "(his) tireless concern for his pa-
tients and his profession has always kept
him actively involved ... in (medical ser-
vice) issues."
John, '47, who was at Spokane's
North Central High School for 29 years
and who developed the new Shadle Park
High School for two more, remembers the
Depression era at Whitworth, living in a
Redkey-owned 8 by 16 foot shack near
campus. "We had a root cellar out back ..
. a little wood stove and a kitchen with a
drop-leaf table and a washstand." He
adds, "You went to college any way you
could.".
he remarkable Rodkeys -
not a circus act, but an emi-
nent family of Whitworth
graduates. Take Dr. Grant V.
Rodkey, '39 - instructor at
the Harvard Medical School,
visiting surgeon at the
prestigious Massachusetts
General Hospital, author,
American Medical Associa-
tion delegate. And Lee Rodkey, Ph.D.,
'42, noted biochemist and former Harvard
lecturer, now a visiting scientist at the
Bethesda Naval Medical Research In-
stitute in Maryland. And John P. Rodkey,
'47, esteemed principal in Spokane's
School District 81 for 31 years, now
retired. And Dr. George Rodkey, Spokane
physician, who attended Whitworth and
finished pre-med training at Whitman
College.
Lee remembers just finishing a
game as fullback on the college football
team, Homecoming Weekend, 1940,
when he contracted disabling polio. For-
tunately, he says, "I was just too dumb to
know what happened - I just kept going
anyway, as far as I could." Which was
I would have to
decide how to
go: clinging
desperately to
life support, or
more gravely
without.
1
1
~
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JAN SHIELD
A·DRlVEFOR
DIVERSITY
as well as the family's living quarters. And the
house's walls are adorned, not surprisingly, with
Jan's paintings.·
Jan's bigger-than-life sculptures and abstract
paintings are also commonplace on the grounds
and within the buildings at Pacific University.
Last November, he prepared graphics and multi-
medium assemblages for the University's
Colloquim. The collection focuses on nuclear
and anti-destruction subject matter, and is
entitled, "Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of
Happiness.' ,
Recently, Jan was selected by Tetronix, the
giant electronics firm in Washington County, to
work on the creation and implementation of a
graphics and signage scheme for a new plant to
be constructed in Forest Grove.
In the midst of his growing success as an
artist, Jan isn't certain what roads his career will
lead him down. But one thing is certain: no
matter which road he takes, the scenery along
the way is destined to be beautiful..
is graduation from Whitworth
College in 1967 marked the end
of an important sector in Jan
Shield's education, but it was
neither the beginning nor the
end of what for Jan has been a
lifelong passion.
Since receiving his Bachelor of Arts degree,
Jan has been actively involved as a student,
teacher and practitioner of the arts. From
Whitworth Jan went on to attend the University
of Oregon, where he earned a Master of Fine
Arts degree. His work has been shown at the
Portland Art Museum Rental/Sales Gallery, the
Lawrence Galleries at Portland, Sheridan and
8ali~.J!,1e Heti~ . ,
Northwoods Gallery at Portland, and at colleges
and galleries throughout the Northwest.
Despite the wide exposure Jan's works have
received, the marketing of his art work is not
yet a profit-making venture. As he puts it, "it is
an avenue to perpetuate my ability to be
artistically productive," and at present is
secondary to his work as associate professor of
fine arts at Pacific University in Forest Grove,
Ore., where he has been teaching since 1971.
Jan finds the situation at Pacific conducive to
his growth as an artist. Because of its small size,
the university allows him to teach a wider range
of material than a larger school might. "An artist
is one of the most adventurous and free-spirited
persons in our society," Jan states, "and if you
limit or isolate him in one specialty area, it is
like not relating to the person and his individual
capacities and background."
In his role as a teacher, Jan tries to help
students recognize their artistic abilities and
limitations. Art, Jan says, is a way of guidance
toward self-teaching "which lends itself to
personal expression, synthesis, and generative
individuality in a society which is leading
towards compartmentalizing people."
Jan admits that his compulsion for art comes
naturally - he was inspired from an early age
by his artist father, retired Whitworth art
professor Russell Larson.
And his obsession with the arts is evident in
the 1910 Forest Grove home where he lives
with his wife Karen, who is curator of the Old
College Hall Museum, and their children
Shawn, age seven, and Marsely, age three. The
Shield home, which has been featured in Sunset
Magazine, includes a gallery and two art studios
by Jeff Thomas
PETEHUNNER
SINGLE TRACK
IN ..... E SLOW LANE
he Whitworth instructors who
knew Pete Hunner best,
remember him not only for his
talent but also for his drive and
enthusiasm: "While he was
here," Pauline Haas says, "he
set this place alive." And it was his impatient
nature which led him to change his specialty
from ceramics to glass. "It takes two weeks to
complete a ceramic piece," Pete says, "while
glass only takes 30 minutes. The creative
development happens at a more flowing rate."
That special combination of qualities has
brought Pete success. His work has been shown
in international exhibitions in Japan, Denmark,
Sweden, England, Switzerland, Germany,
Finland and Norway. He has become an artisan
of royalty with pieces in private collections all
over Europe including those of King Carl Gustaf
and Queen Sylvia of Sweden and the Queen
Mother, Dronning Ingrid, of Denmark. In 1979,
Life magazine devoted a full page to Pete's work
when it was part of the International Coming
Glass Exhibition in New York and his pieces
have been photographed for several
by Lonna Baldwin
publications.
Success hasn't spoiled Pete Hunner - but it
has tempered him. Since he graduated in 1976,
he has made his home on Bornholm, a small
Danish island in the Baltic Sea. "Things are
developing at an enormous speed in the States,"
he says. "What I like about living in Denmark is
that the wheels don't turn so fast." Denmark
tradition holds development at a stable pace,
Pete says, and takes time to sort out and test
changes before they reach society. "Career-wise,
you can hop off the wagon if you want to, take
a break, and still run and hop on again," he
says. "But I felt, in the States, that the wagon
was moving too quickly."
Pete has a glass studio and a small export
business - Baltic Sea Glass - on Bornholm.
The company specializes in elegant hand-blown
glass and is the front runner in glass stemware.
The pieces, all produced in the studio by Pete
and two others, are exported to America, Japan,
Germany, Luxemborg and Australia and sold at
design stores in Copenhagen. Pete tired of the
tourist trade, which is mostly German, so there
are no sales from the studio, "which makes for
a much more peaceful working atmosphere," he
says.
The population of Bornholm is just 40,000 -
you can drive around the island in two hours -
and life in general is quite peaceful, Pete says.
In the summer there are concerts and other
cultural activities but during the winter people
either stay in or spend time with neighbors,
playing cards, socializing and watching
television. Pete's studio is six kilometers from
the nearest country store and last winter there
was two meters of snow in his front yard.
"The whole island closes down," Pete says.
"Well ... not the radar station in the middle of
the island." The radar station is NATO's largest
in Northern Europe and Pete says during the
Solidarity conflict last year, it was the listening
ear for the Western Bloc.
While cultural differences are constantly
shrinking between the two countries, Denmark
is still behind the United States in many areas.
Fashions, for instance, reach Denmark two
years after they have been in America. They are
six months behind in movies and music. And
Danish culture is greatly influenced by the
American market. "Five years ago," Pete says;
"you could see an American a mile away -
down jacket and tennis shoes. Now everyone is
wearing down jackets and tennis shoes."
Danish attitudes toward American people are
as varied as the American people are, Pete says.
Interestingly enough, the most popular program
on Danish television is the "Dallas" series. "If
the Danes should make a judgment from that
program," he says, "you can imagine how they
view Americans."
Coming from a military family, Pete has never
had roots until now. While he will visit the
United States from time to time - he was in
Dallas during July for a trade-mart - he intends
to stay in Denmark.
Pete is unusual in that he has been able to
turn his particular form of creative art into a
flourishing business and is still succeeding in a
lifestyle removed from the fast lane. But that
comes as no surprise to those who know him.
"There's no limit to what he can do," Pauline
says. "He's just a special guy.".
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Guaranteed Tuition Plan Introduced
In a continuing effort to maKe a
Whitworth education more
affordable, President Robert
Mounce has instituted the
Guaranteed Tuition Plan.
It allows students to secure the
tuition rate at the level of their
entering year by depositing $5000
with the college. As long as the
deposit remains in place, the
student's tuition remains the same.
The deposit is refundable
whenever the student leaves
Whitworth.
A publication on the plan points
out that the average tuition increase
over the past decade has been 10%,
which could mean a savings of
$3500 over four years. (The same
amount invested at 10%
compounded daily for four years
would yield $2459 before taxes. I
Students are encouraged to seek
a benefactor to provide the $5000
fund among grandparents or other
family members or church,
community service organization
or career field contacts.
For a brochure or other
information contact:
G. Michael Goins,
Vice President for Business
Affairs
Whitworth College
Spokane, WA 99251
(509) 466-3208
Carolyn Siebe and Hal Whitman in "The Dawning of Chauntecleer"
Chamber Theater, Choir on tour.
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------,,,,,-_..... :
•,,
Two Whitworth groups will be
on the road this month performing
in churches and schools. A
chamber theater group will travel
in Washington, Oregon and Califor-
nia, performing "The Dawning of
Chauntecleer." It is Director Pat
Stien's adaptation of The Book of the
Dun Cow, a 1980 American Book
Award winner, written by Walter
Wangerin, Jr. It tells in allegorical
~hllk~,_=::::;;::.r~fo~rm~~Of~th~e~s~tru~gg~le~bJe~tw~e~e~g~ood=CONTACT: "A Part--Thatr ,e
Or Breaks A Connection." cleverly written and the charactersare all animals. Chauntecleer, the
main character, is a rooster. All
ages will enjoy the story, which has
good humor, yet deals with a
serious subject and larger mean-
ings," she said.
The troupe of nine players will
give three home performances in
Cowles Auditorium, March 18, 19
and 20, before its ten-stop tour of
the Tri-Cities in Wasl)ington,
Portland, Oregon and several nort-
hern California locales, ending on
Palm Sunday with a presentation at
Walnut Creek Presbyterian
Former Alumni
Director gravely ill
Dr. Raymond Kay Brown, '58,
director of alumni relations from
1977 to 1981, has been stricken
with a rare viral brain disease
called Jacob-Kruetzfeldt, which
attacks the motor control and
speech. The illness, which began in
January, eluded diagoosis until
mid-March when he was
hospitalized at Sacred Heart
Medical Center in Spokane. He is
unable to receive visitors, but his
wife, Suzanne, and the family
would appreciate your prayers.
Problem: It's increasingly difficult for students to find part-time
or summer employment, internships during college and career
placement after graduation.
Fact: The single most effective means of finding such placements
is through contacts.
Solution: Broaden the base of contacts for Whitworth students.
As a friend or alumnus of Whitworth you may be the contact a
student needs. If you are in a position to know of internships, part-
time, summer or career placement opportunities, please consider
becoming a contact. Please note that the information you submit will
be used by the professional staff of the field education office, the
student employment office and the Career/Life advising office only.
It will not be made available to unqualified persons.
Yes, I will be a Contact! From time to time I have information on
available (Check all that apply]:
D Internships -e Areals] _
D Part-Time work - Areals]
D Summerwork-c-Areats] _
D Career Placement - Areats)
Name -'Position
Organization.i, _
Church.
The Whitworth Choir will depart
March 25 for its tour, which in-
cludes dates in western Washington
and Hawaii. The group will
number about 60 including singers,
dancers and instrumentalists.
Director Tom Tavener said the
highlight of the program will be
Aaron Copland's "In the
Beginning," a setting of the Genesis
account of the creation, sung a cap-
pe a and accompanied by dancers.
Also featured is "Psalm Cycle,"
Assistant Music Professor Michael
Young's composition for choir and
brass.
In keeping with its tour location,
the choir will sing a collection of
folk songs including two from
Hawaii, arranged by choir member
Randie Fong, a senior from
Honolulu.
President Robert Mounce's
preaching and speaking schedule
will take him to several of the choir
concert sites for combined presen-
tations.
Jenkins Scholarships Awarded
The winners of the Marion
Jenkins Scholarships have been
announced for 1983. Nanette
Grose, a freshman from Canoga
Park, Calif., has received $1000.
She earned a 3.69 grade average in
high school and was senior class
treasurer and feature editor of the
newspaper. In 1981 she was a Miss
Canoga Park princess. Her parents
, are Dr. Vernon Grose, '50 and
Phyllis Heine Grose, '52.
Centralia, Wash., freshman
Barbara Symons was awarded
$500. She is the daughter of
Whitworth Trustee Arthur Symons,
'51 and Glenna James Symons, '53.
Her grade average in high school
, Address, _,,
Ii Work Phone Home Phone _
,,i Year Graduation (If Alum]" Whitworth Major _,,,
r .,,,,
, I
1 1
Please Mail to: Office of Career/Life Advising
Whitworth College Station 38, Spokane, WA 99251
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was 3.93 and she was active in
athletics and Girls League. She was
named in Who's Who in American
High Schools.
Also receiving $500 was Michael
Patterson, a sophomore from San
Rafael, Calif., son of Ann R.
Robertson. He was named
outstanding freshman of the year
last year by the Whitworth Art
Department and he has earned a
3.29 grade average at Whitworth.
The Marion Jenkins Scholarship
is given in honor of the former
dean of women, and is based on
grade average, test scores and
curricular and leadership activities.
I have read with a great deal of
interest and appreciation the
December 1982 issue of your
college paper.
Would it be possible for me to
use the article "Vague Assignments
and the Agony Quotient" by Ceil
C. Waldrip in the college issue of
The Presbyterian Outlook planned
for April 1983? It strikes me as a
good understanding of the hidden
benefits of a college education .Dale Bruner, professor of .Minigrants from the consortium,
which would be very appropriate religion, has been appointed to fill given to fund speakers on campus
for this issue. the George and Lyda Wasson and domestic workshops, went to
If you see Philip Eaton, tell him Professorship of Religion. The post five professors. Garland Haas,
how much I appreciated his poem has been vacant since 1973 when professor of political studies, plans
for Ed Lindaman. David Dilworth resigned to take a to continue the "Great Decisions"
Ed was a friend of this paper and pastorate in Bellevue, Wash. program. Edwin Olson, professor
it was with great satisfaction that I .Organist/composer Michael of earth sciences and Bruce
read the various tributes to him Young, assistant professor of Murphy, associate dean, attended
and articles about him. music, performed his compositions the Intercultural/International
George Laird Hunt of the past 25 years in a recital on Education Training Workshop in
Editor February 27. Portland, Ore. John Yoder will
I just wanted to let you know The Presbyterian Outlook .Dan Sanford, professor of host a foreign affairs speaker, Baha
how much I enjoyed reading your Richmond, Va. political science, received a Abu-Laban, and George Weber,
portrait of EdWart:I B. ~. ~trnlm:ir'r-t~~~o~r~~l ~a:~~~~!I!'I~_HN~a~ti~·o~nal;~E~n;'do~w~m~en;t~fo~r~th;e~_,...~a~ssoc;~ia~t:e~r~ro~.t e:sso=r~o~f~b~.U:Sill~·:e ss~,~will:'~_4il J
theDecember, 1982 issue. April issue of Outlook. We
You caught the magnetism and congratulate Mr. Hunt on his day workshop on Asian Studies State Department economist on
vitality of the man, in a way that perceptive choice. _ Ed. curriculum in San Francisco. campus to speak.
even those who knew him only .Four faculty members received .Grants for course revision work
slightly could recognize. grants for foreign travel and have been received by sociologyI have read and re-read your h f, You brightened my day and researc rom the Consortium for professors Terry Kershaw andtribute and every word of the In' nal Smade me feel really good for ternatio tudies. Grants of Don Liebert, who will be working"collage." You really knew Ed and $900 hhaving known Dr. Lindaman. eac went to Forrest Baird, on their "Sociology of Wealth andhave been able to put the perfect . fKenneth W. Degerness '56, APR words around him. Wouldn't he assistant pro essor of philosophy, to Poverty" and "Urban Sociology"
Spokane, Wash. chuckle if he could see his deliver a paper at the World courses.
Congress of Philosophy in ~ Gunderson, associate
signature on the front of Today!? M eal Q beontr , ue c; Joann Atwell- professor of theatre arts, was a
The whole paper was excellent. I Sc • .nvner, instructor in physical judge in the Washington State
loved the article by Ceil Waldrip - education and Townsend Shelby, Junior Miss Contest held in
that Whitworth produced people associate professor of modem February.
who have been taught to think and languages, both of whom will .Shirley Richner, chair of the
to have "a world view subject to d ksrevision when evidence warrants atten a wor hop on directing education department, has been
it" and to be comfortable to "live study and service in Central named to the National Council for
America and will travel in Latin Accreditation for Teacher
with ambiguity" and "mental America; and John Yoder, Education (NCATE).She is the only
flexibility" - would have been a assistant professor of political Pacific Northwest member of the
factor that Ed would have been studies, who will attend a Washington, D.C. based council
most proud to proclairo for his nfco erence on international studies which is responsible for accrediting
college. .Gerrie Lindaman ill Mexico City and visit several college educations programs in the
international affairs organizations. United States and setting national
Spokane, Wash. guidelines for teacher education.
Your word portrait" captured"
Ed Lindaman in a startling way -
it was a beautiful tribute to a
marvelous person. As I read it I felt
Ed was in the room with me.
Thanks for writing it - many of us
now have a "picture" of Ed which
we can look to when we find
ourselves thinking about him.
Ronald Frase, Chaplain
Whitworth College
I want to compliment the
Today staff on an excellent job,
particularly in last issue's section
dedicated to Dr. Lindaman. I wish
to put it in my college scrapbook
when I am done reading it. Thank
you very much for your time and
effort. It is much appreciated.
Teresa Kendall '82
Lebanon, Ore.
Congratulations on your
outstanding tribute to Ed
Lindaman. I have been waiting for
someone to express some of the
feelings that I have held for this
outstanding man and his ideals.
You have accomplished this in a
very fitting manner.
George L. Benson, Ed.D.
Superintendent
Centennial Community Schools
Portland, Ore.
Yours was a very sensitive,
extraordinarily well-written
statement about a first-rate man, Ed
Lindaman.
The trait that I remember most
about Ed was his unfailing
optimism. I never heard a
pessimistic or negative comment
from him. His death was clearly a
loss to Whitworth and to the entire
higher education community of this
state.
Glenn Terrell
President
Washington State University
Pullman, Wash.
Write in to: Today, Station 7,
Whitworth College, Spokane,
Wash. 99251. Letters must be
short, and we reserve the right
to edit for length.
Nominees needed:
The theme of the June issue of
Today is "one person can make a
difference." If you know of
an alumnus or alumna who's
making an outstanding contribution
please send us a note with some
details, and we'll include your
nominee in our story. Send to:
Editor, Today, Whitworth College,
Spokane, WA 99251.
Faculty Focus
•
ABC Grant Aids
Communication Studies
Whitworth College has been
selected by the American
BroodcastingCompaniesloc.
Educational Contribution Program
to receive a grant of $3000. The
program seeks to assist college and
universities that maintain depart-
ments of communication - radio,
television and joumalism - to
"advance the range of skills and
knowledge necessary for qualifi-
cation of occupations in the field,"
Alfred Schneider, vice-president of
ABC said.
11
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Alumni Notebook
John & Betty Ann (Douglass '45)
Klebe are living in Arcadia, Calif. John 1965 Carolyn (Sykes) Wright is
was appointed the North American substituting K-12 for five school Doug &Janine (Rowley '76) Cooley
director of Daystar Communications districts in Washington, and attending worked eight weeks in Kathmandu,
after a long history with the Leona Rosser is a real estate associate classes at Seattle Pacific University. Nepal, for United Mission to Nepal-
organization. for Bianco Realty in Seattle, Wash. She She and her husband, Bill, have three Janine in the hospital and Doug doing
Dr. Robert Peck has been appointed is also Christian education director of children ages 11, 8 and 6 years. public relations for the mission. After
vice president for campus services of Alki United Church of Christ and four weeks of travel they came back to
the Council of Independent Colleges president of West Seattle Jaycee 1971 Seattle for graduation. Janine received
(CIq, effective July 1, 1982. Women. her doctor of medicine degree and
Doug his master of communications
The Reverend Leigh Taylor of the 1967 degree from the University ofF· P byteri Ch h of Kathy (Keen) BeaI is directing an
irst res enan urc d i h Washington. Janine is now doing a
U '" hId 2D-daytour to English handbell choir an is t e
vancouver, "as ., e a ~:-~~::~::i"l'Il""'llrm~mt~"iiSi--l~~~'~::~'~--"~£~:;:~'· ·~·orr-t~~·~~in family-praetil::e at SWedishChina, April 23-May 12, 1982'. Ch h Hospital in Seattle and Doug is a',. - _, _.< ~" >ousy as a at Whitworth Presbyterian urc.
mother of four children ages 6 to 12, Kathy is also the alumni public information specialist for the
and as a volunteer at the elementary representative to the academic U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
committee of the Board of Trustees at Joyce L. Kissinger is working on a
,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------, Whitworth College, and does tutoring master's degree in church music at
, : for the Mead School District. Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.' th 'i What's NewsWi You ! RobertT. Greene, Jr. is back in ConnieL.PennelliscurrentIyinthe
: : Spokane after twelve years in navy as a nurse specializing in neonatal
: Please use the space below to send :, Louisville, Ky., where he taught intensive care. She spent three years in
newsaboutyou oryour Whitworth friends. DCheck,ifnewaddress , h I H h .. d G Cd'
, SC 00. e as Jome reene 0., Jacksonville, Florida, an IS now
! Insurance Services Inc. after selling enjoying San Diego, Calif. She has
: insurance and securities part-time for been jogging for over five years and
i four years. just competed in her first marathon.
i Gary Heasell is in the process of Hallie Garmeny Starrett received
: publishing his third giftbook, her doctor of philosophy degree this
! "Wisdom," a collection of Christian spring from the University of
: proverbial poetry. Gary is now living Washington, Seattle. She has accepted
! in Danville, Calif. a teaching appointment in Munich,
: Germany, with the University of
i 1973 Boston and will remain there until! June 1, 1983.
: Richard F. Starrett has taken a leave
! Michelle (Curley) Eastburn has her of absence from Shelton High School
: own graphic design business in where he has been teaching for the
: Kirkland, Wash. She and Michael past five years. He is taking Spanish
Eastburn 172)were divorced in 1980. courses at the University of
Lynne E. Gilles is finishing her third Washington, Seattle, and is an assistant
year as a layout specialist at the football coach at Redmond High
Sacramento Division Office of Safeway School.
stores. Volunteer work includes being Timothy C. Bladek is finishing his
on the board of directors of Shasta master's degree in international affairs
: Camp Cherith, the Pioneer Girls Camp from Florida State University while in
: serving Northern Califomia and San Jose, Costa Rica. He expects to
i Nevada, and serving as a receptionist receive his degree this winter.
: at a nature center operated by the Michael Brothers is visiting
: Sacramento County Parks Department.
, instructor, teaching oral interpretationi David G. Moyer has been the lead of literature in the department of
: singer and music director for the New communicaton at the University of
! Christy Minstrels since 1980. From South Florida in Tampa.
: 1974-75, he was with Fred Warings
: Pennsylvanians.,,
19571933
Rev. J.A. Marquam has retired and is
working part-time at Rose City
Presbyterian. Church Portland, Ore.
Elaine M. (Erickson) Swisher is
director of nursing at Spokane Valley
General Hospital.
19631937
Philip and Lorraine (Rasco '38)
Walborn are now in Everett, Wash.,
where Phil is serving as temporary
senior pastor of the Everett First
Presbyterian Church. He was associate
pastor of the Bunyan Meeting in
Bedford, England, during 1981.
Donald D. Adams has been named
director of the Center for Earth and
Environmental Science at Plattsburgh
State University College in Plattsburgh,
New York.
Beverly (Kauffman) Thompson
teaches school - 4th grade; her
husband, Leon, is senior pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church in Concord,
Calif. Their children's ages are 15, 14,
and 11.
1951
Name ________________ Classof:: _
Name of Spouse _
[Include maiden name if Whitworth alum) Class of:.__ ~ __
Address
City State Zip, _
Phone ( ) _
News Information:
Children, ages:
Return to: Alumni Office, Whitworth College, Spokane, WA 99251
D Please change your records. The preferred class is
for marne]:
L --------------------------1
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Paul A. Willard, M.D. has joined Dr.
Lawrence Worth in the Medicus
Building for the practice of internal
medicine in Spokane.
school. Her husband, Ray, is acting
superintendent at the Washington State
School for the Deaf in Vancouver,
Wash. Linda and Ray are both
certified teachers of the deaf.
Jon D. Freeberg has moved to
Coronado, Calif. He is now at the
Graham Memorial Presbyterian
Church.
Marsha Taylor is an Eastern Airlines
in-flight supervisor, and has been with
Eastern since 1972. She was recently
transferred from John F. Kennedy
International Airport in New York to
Hartsfield Atlanta International
Airport. When based in Chicago
Marsha became the onJy flight
attendant inducted into the 101 Percent
Club, a regional service honorary.
1975
Dennis Brender is currently in his
third year of dental school at the
University of Washington, Seattle.
Diane (Newberry) Heal is staying at
home with her daughter, Melissa
Gayle, born October 22, 1982, and
loving every minute of it!
Brian M. Matsumoto, M.D., is now
in association with Pearl City Medica!
Associates Inc. for the practice of
internal medicine at Pearl City,
Hawaii.1969 1977
Joe Dinnison is a broker with Foster
& Marsballl American Express and his
wife, Mary, is a nurse at Deaconess
hospital in Spokane.
Robert C. Dykstra graduated from
Princeton Theological Seminary, June
2, 1982 and was ordained June 20,
1982. He is now the assistant pastor to
youth and parents at Second
Presbyterian Church of Bloomington,
Ill.
D. Ian Green is enrolled at the
University of Dubuque [Iowa]
Theological Seminary pursuing a
master of divinity degree.
Daniel P. Snodgrass is working for
Western Conservative Baptist
Seminary, in Portland, where he is
director of Media Ministeries.
Ott is tops with Pops
Pianist Linda Cutting Ott, '78,
was the soloist when the Boston
Pops gave a concert in honor of
Northeastern University. Ott, now
a member of the music faculty at
the Boston, Mass., school, SO
impressed Pops' music director,
John Williams, that she was invited
for two return engagements.
While at Whitworth, Linda
studied under Professor Margaret
Saunders Ott and, by no
coincidence, married the Ott's son,
Daniel '78. Mer graduation she
studied at the New England
Conservatory of Music, where she
earned a master's degree and won
the Jordan Hall Gala Music
competition for two years. She
recently won the Arlington
Philharmonic Society's Young Artist
competition. She has also
performed at the Aspen Music
Festival in Colorado and was a
Greg Youngstrom is taking a leave of
absence from Georgetown University
in Wasbington, D.C., and is attending
Trinity in Dublin, Ireland, for a
master's degree in economics.
1981
Dennis Bossingham is manager of
Lee Myles Transmission in Bremerton,
Washington.
Lynette Firkins is attending graduate
school at the University of Colorado in
Boulder, Colo. Her master's degree
will be in college student personnel
and she is currently working with
international students at the university.
guest artist on the Public
Broadcasting Systems music
program "A Note for You."
For her night at the Pops, Linda
performed the Concerto No.2 in F
major by Shostakovich.
Bronson estate
benefits\Vlrlh¥orth
The will of John Bronson, '35,
names Whitworth College as the
beneficiary of a $200,000 trust and
the proceeds from a real estate
contract. The contract will provide
an income of about $21,000 per
year which will be used for
scholarships.
Marriages
'73 Randy Kirkeeng and Candace]. Bailey ('74), living in Concord, Calif.
'77 Elaine Proffit Baldridge and Kempton Baldridge from Fairfield, Conn.
'77 Bruce L. Williams and Karen Kurtz on Oct. 2, 1982. They live in Apple
Valley, Calif.
'78 Marta Kieger and Jeffrey Morrison on June 13, 1982. They live in Santa
Ana, Calif.
'79 Ray Louise Johnson and Eric D. Hendrick on June 19, 1982. They live in
Lake Grove, Ore.
'79 Clyde "Randy" Schock and Karen Schock on April 3, 1982. They live in
Los Angeles, Calif.
'80 Stephen Renz and Kristen Quint on June 26, 1982. They live in Spokane,
Wash.
'81 Julie Dixon and Brian Hafferkamp ('79) on July 31, 1982. They live in
Norwich, Vt.
'82 Richert "Kepa" Karnaiopili and Lynne Latimer on June 26, 1982. They
live inMonterey, Calif.
Births
'72 Bob and Carol Hibbard, girl, Melissa Joy, born Sept. 17, 1982
'73 Scott and Kim (Rose '76) Swanson, boy, Luke Allan, born July 13, 1982. '
'74 Kim and Anne Storm, girl, Kirsten McCulloch, born Aug. 22, 1982.
'75 Carolyn (Curley) and John McNeil, girl, Molly Christine, born Sept. 30,
1982.
'75 Diane (Newberry) and Jay Beal, girl Melissa Gayle, born Oct. 22, 1982.
Deceased
'63 May Butler, Aug. 1982, in Prairie City, Ore.
Steele Receives
astoral Leadershi
OTT
war
Whitworth's third Distinguished
Pastoral Leadership Award went to
the Rev. Garth Steele, D.D. The
presentation was made at a
reception in honor of his
retirement, January 9, at First
Presbyterian Church, Canoga Park,
Calif., by President Robert
Mounce.
Dr. Steele has served 39 years in
the ministry, including pastorates
in Spokane, Seattle and Canoga
Park. He was also an officer of the
Washington-Alaska Synod.
A '39 alumnus of Whitworth,
Steele earned his master's degree at
San Francisco Theological Seminary
and received an honorary doctor of
divinity degree from Whitworth in
1959.
. His "retirement" includes
fulfilling the role of calling pastor
for the Fallbrook, Calif., United
Presbyterian Church.
Commencement speaker named
The 93rd Whitworth College
Commencement will be May 15,
1983, in the Spokane Opera House,
at 2:30 p.m. The speaker will be
Dr. R. Fenton Duvall, professor
emeritus of history. He is a
graduate of Temple University and
holds master's and doctoral degrees
from the University of
Pennsylvania. He also earned a
post-graduate degree at The Kings
College, where he began his career
in higher education in both faculty
and administrative capacities. His
association with Whitworth began
in 1949. A lectureship has been
named for him and Dr. Clarence
Simpson, and in 1982, the two
honorees were the inaugural
speakers.
Other commencement weekend
activities will include the Senior-
Parent Dessert, sponsored by the
Alumni Association, and
Baccalaureate, with Dr. F. Dale
Bruner speaking.
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Alumni Forum
Alumni group insurance program
The group insurance program
offered this fall through John Pearl
and Associates of Portland, Oregon
has raised a few questions which
seem to deserve response.
We offered the program for
several reasons:
1. The rates were incredibly low
for young alums just getting started
and needing maximum protection.
2. There was absolutely no cost
to the college for the administration
of the program. All costs are
reimbursed by the Pearl
organization.
3. There were some potential
financial benefits to Whitworth as
about 47 of you have made
Whitworth a partial beneficiary in
the event of your premature death.
This death benefit is now over
$50,000.
4. Practically every other alunmi
organization was offering this
service to their alums already and
when we found a company which
didn't request access to any of our
computer records at all, we decided
you should have the option too.
If you have any questions, please
don't hesitate to let us know.
Alumni Weekend
1983
July 29-31, 1983 - Put it on your
calendar NOW. Bigger and better
even than last year. Make your
plans now to attend the entire
weekend. A flyer will be coming in
late May.
Whitworth Trustee Eleanor Barrow Chase, '41, received the YWCA's 1982
Outstanding Achievement Award for Community Service at the Y's recent
Leader Lunch. She was nominated by Whitworth College, which also will
present her with its Community Service Award at a dinner in her honor in
April.
Inspector Clouseau, where are you?Circulatin~ letter Attention Class
ke S gra S Of 1933 Despite our best efforts to take CAMPBELL.FRANCESLONGeps good care of all that's entrusted to CASPER,GEORGIAMOATS"In "Touch" Plan d 50th KLEINELENOREWRIGHTto atten your us, your alumni office must LEGARE,MAURICET.
For 68 years, five 1914 anniversary celebration at shamefacedly admit that the MARSHALL,REV.FRANKR. _ ..... .-.::_
_____ ~Whi~~·tw~o~~~~~~~~~~~ .....{..c~oVmm~!JrrernSce~m,r,e~n~t~M~a~ifr~~;7J~-t_~::·~~~~~~~;J~ease~r---~:g;~:~.KENNEIHle avmg a day of d th Ii t f th ltd la ROGERS,REV.c. raurrrtouch ough one, single, round- rea e s 0 e os an p y STADTTHEATER,MARGARETH. OEVS
robin letter. activities to honor you on Saturday detective for the 1950s era. We'll WILLIAMS,ALVIN.
Bertha Lee, Ruth Bruck, Pansie and you will march in the even be grateful for slim leads. WRIGHT,E JEAN
d ti . al S d 95 ZIMMERMAN, DEWANESmith, Margaret Ghormley and gra ua on procession on un ay. 1 0 1956
N II B f f th I Join with those returning from APLING,BLSIEe rown were ive 0 e e even BLUMHAGEN,ARNOLDF. CAMERON,DWiGHTLEE
students in the last graduating class previous years for a memorable JOHNSON,RAYE. CHUTIKUL.SAISUREZV. VATCHARAKIET
at Tacoma, Wash., before weekend. LERER,ABBISAMUELSIMON ELSNER,JOYCESHRINER
MILLER, BARBARA E. STUTSMAN ELSNER, REV. JOHN F.
Whitworth moved to Spokane. WEYRICK,LARRY FREEBORG.DR.RODNEYD.
They attended college together for 1951 GROVER,DALEA.
all four years and became very California alumni COBOS.ELVIRAB.GARCiA HILL,STEPHENR.
close friends. th . JOHNSON,DONNAJ. ~~~~S~~~JOHNSON
In June of 1914, Ruth and ga er m storm LEVELL,JAMESP. WENDLER,CHAPL.HERMANF.
LINDGREN, WALTER H.
Margaret were out mowing the The Los Angeles area alums MOEN,MAURICEM. 1957
lawn together at a summer cabin gathered at the Westin Bonaventure PARK,DR.BERNARDE. BELL,REV.JAMESR.
hi! h SCAMAHORN, LYNDA GEORGE BENEDICf, DANnear Brown's Point. W . e t ey Hotel for an evening of re- SCHNEIDMILLER,B TTY BROUILLETTE,SHIRLEYA.COOMBS
were reminiscing, they decided to acquaintances, reminiscences and STERN,DAVID CHEEK,ROVERTR.
write the first letter. Soon, two refreshments. One hundred and STONE,RAYMOND KAELIN,REV.DONALD
fri d d f h WOODHEAD, xucs BERNICE MALTERNER, VIRGlNIA M.more nen s, gra uates 0 t e seven people braved the first of the OLSON,BEVERLYJ.
University of Washington, joined severe Southern California storms 1952 1958
ALSID, JANICE C.
the round robin. The letter would and the ransoming of their cars BEAMER,EV.DAVIDG. ADAMS,ARAHELD
complete the circle of friends about from the hotel parking lot after the DAVIDSON,EUZABETHRAE CLUMPNER BARLOW,DIANERAMSEY
thr h R th th kin h LANTZ, DONALD BEAL, GERALDINE KANDLERonce every ee mont s, u event I e average par . g C arge LIVINGSTON,JUNEMCDONALD COSS,ROBERTADAYTON
said, so it came about three or four was about $10.001 MCCONNELL,WILLIAMC. COURTNEY,ETHYLRADACH
times a year. Dr. and Mrs. Mounce were there NELSON,RUTHROBLEY EYSTER,PETERc.
Th . If' d t bo t all to talk about his VIS' ion for NORWELL,DAVIDL. HARLESS,LAVONNEe grr nen s wro e a u SCHILPEROORT,PAULR. SCHILPERooRT,VERAB.COLE
kinds of things in their letters, she Whitworth and Ron Detrick, 1953 SEGUR,VERLE
said, but primarily they just wanted alumni director, had encouraging CHEEK,WANDASTRICKLAND TWEDEN,DONALDA.
to "keep in touch, no matter what words about alunmi involvement. KlM, CHISUNPAUL 1959
was happening, so we always knew 1982 alumnus Rick Yramatezui MASTBROOK,REV.RICHARDC. BARTGES.HOLLYA.
b........ QUIGLEY, JAMES A. DALRYMPLE, TIM
what was going on in each other's entertained at the piano, and a slide TATUM,REV.WILLIAMJ. DECKER.CAROLINEB.
lives." show which brought back many 1954 DITMORE,JOANNERICHSEN
Ruth was an anxious lady last . d th h rt coss DRJACOBD HIRONAKA,NANCYM.CHIKAHIRO~ memones ma e up e so,· . JOHNSON.PETERJ.
Mayas she awaited the letter. For program. DOHERTY.JAMEST. KlM, EYSENIADIETZMAN
the first time, the letter "just didn't M h thank t t N ill JOHNSON,RICHARDN. KLINT.DR.KENNETHUC Smus go 0 e SNOLAND,RUTHCOPRON
come." She wrote a letter to and Ruth Anderson '80, for their WRIGHT.OLLIE KYLE,V.HUGH
OLSON, BARBARA
Bertha, but there was no response. work on this event. It is their desire 1955 PARTRIDGE,MILDREDLUNDIN
Bertha Lee had died, before passing that this becomes the first of many BAUMGARTNER,HELEN TRENBEATH,GERALDE.BABCOCK
th I R h h h BOVEE,LORNASNODGRASS .TRUESDALE,B LVAe etter on. ut says seas no opportunities for Southern BOVEE,ROBERTP. WILDE,CHARLEEN,V.VOGLER
idea where the letter is now. California alums to get together.
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The Whitworth Foundation - 1982 in review
Trusts, annuities, and bequests
totalling $1million swelled the
combined assets of the Whitworth
Foundation and endowment to
over $14million in 1982;and $2
million was transferred to the
endowment fund of the college,
reported Werner Rosenquist,
chairman of the foundation board.
Paul Whitten, through his will,
bequeathed his estate to Whitworth
in trust. The income was paid to
his wife for use during her life. In
October she passed away, and the
$1.7 million trust was transferred to
the endowment fund. Also
transferred to the endowment in
·1982was another trust valued at
$145,000 to which $45,000was
added during the year.
Over 20 years ago, Lydia Jarvis
was among the first to establish an
annuity with Whitworth. When
she passed away in 1982, $112,000
was transferred to the endowment
fund. These sums bring the
endowment assets being managed
by the foundation to $6 million.
Ten years ago the fund totaled
$2,700,000.
Executive Vice President of the
Whitworth Foundation Stephen
Trefts, reported that in 1982
annuities totaling $22,000were
established with five individuals,
who will receive a guaranteed life
income from the foundation
partially tax free.
John Bronson '35, left a bequest
of a real estate contract of $215,000
to the college,plus $200,000 in a
trust that Whitworth will
eventually receive. Proceeds from
the contract, $24,000 in 1983,will
provide additional income to
Whitworth.
Also received in 1982was
$100,000 in tax-free municipal
bonds from a retired couple who
were missionaries in India. The
wife had inherited a substantial
estate, a portion of which has been
placed under the management of
the Whitworth Foundation. They
decided to include Whitworth in
their estate plan because the
foundation was able to structure a
trust to meet their unique goals.
Whitworth Foundation Announces a $1 Million Life Insurance Trust
Long time Christian worker and Francisco TheologicalSeminary, he
Whitworth Trustee, Dr. C.E. entered pastoral service. In 1951,
Polhemus, was recently honored Dr. Polhemus was appointed
by the establishment of a $1 Presbyterian Synod Executive for
million life insurance trust which Washington and Alaska, a position
will be used to establish the C.E. he held for 15 years. AWhitworth
Polhemus Endowment Fund. The CollegeTrustee for 32 years, "Dr.
income will be used for Whitworth Polly" was awarded an honorary
student scholarships based on Doctor of Divinity Degree by the
financial need. college in 1950.
c.E. Polhemus has enjoyed Martin Polhemus (no relation]
several careers in his 82 years. He and his wife, Jean, are currently
--"",:~~~'~~~~~~~;<l'l.l;l~i.'i'~L..!;~ . ual remiums on
parents in Elk Grove, California. t s e msurance.
He became an employee of the is the owner and irrevocable
town's only bank, a dairy farmer, a beneficiary of the policy.
postal worker, and then a salesman Mr. Polhemus, manager of the
for the ShellOil Company. Northwestern Mutual Life
Following graduation from San Insurance Agency in Spokane, for
22 years, and a director of the
Whitworth Foundation, has
developed a unique insurance gift
program for Whitworth. By means
of a special contract clause in
Northwestern Mutual Life policies,
pre-existingpoliciesmay be
changed to a new insured, and the
foundation becomes the new
owner and irrevocable beneficiary.
This has been done with 37 life
insurance policies ranging in face
value from $10,000to $500,000.
using increases in policy cash
values to reduce premium
payments, the premium-paying
donor is able to fund two-to-three
times more permanent life
Today in Sports
insurance on his or her life than
ordinarily possible for the same
amount of premium.
The Whitworth Foundation life
insurance program has grown to $3
million face amount, irrevocably
naming the foundation as the
beneficiary. All premiums are paid
by the donors and are tax-
deductible. For a relatively small
contribution, an individual can
make a large impact on the future
financ!lli stabil!ty of the co~ege.
establishment of a life insurance
gift may be obtained from the
Whitworth Foundation Office.
Men's Basketball:
Bucs repeat as
NWC cliamps
The Pirates rolled up 18wins and
8 losses on their way to a second
Northwest Conference champion-
ship and a try at the NAIADistrict
1 playoffs. A one-point heart-
breaker loss 53-52to St. Martin's
College snuffed further playoff
hopes, but two Buc players were
named to the All-District team.
Juniors BobMandeville and Kevin
Simmons, who averaged 12.3 and
13.7points a game respectively,
were honored.
Coach Jim Larson terms the
season a success and looks for
more of the same next year. Only
one senior, Martin Reid, will be lost
to graduation.
MANDEVILLE SIMMONS SWANSON
Women's
Basketball: Team
makes playoffs
First year coach Marv Ainsworth
led his Bucs to a 13-14season and
an NAIADistrict 1 playoff bid.
They were knocked off by Western
Washington University in the first
round, 67-52.Senior standout Toni
Swanson was named to the All-
District team. The Pirates finished
fourth among the 13 districtteams,
led by Swanson's 18.6points per
game and senior Gail Rice's season
total of 220 rebounds. Swanson
was second highest scorer in the
district.
15
Up8rComing
Fine Arts Calendar 9 Men's Tennis, WillametteUniversity at Salem Ore., 9:30 a.m.
March 9 Men's Tennis, Pacific University at
20 Theatre Arts Production, "The Forest Grove, Ore., 3 p.m.
Dawning of Chauntecleer," 7 p.m., 9 Women's Tennis, Whitman College
Cowles Auditorium at Walla Walla, 1 p.m.
21-8 ~~ Smith, senior art show, 9 Baseball, Pacific University,
oe ler Gallery Whitworth College, at 12 p.m.
25-4 CHOIR TOUR TO HAWAII 9 Coed Track & Field, sec Bigfoot
Drama tour to Washington, Invitational, Spokane
Oregon, California 10 Baseball, Pacific University,
April Whitworth College, at 1 p.m.
8 Doug Wunsch, tenor, senior recital, 12 Men's Tennis, Lewis-Clark State
7:30 p.m., Recital Hall College at Lewiston, Idaho, 3 p.m.
10 Home Choir Concert, 3 p-m. 12 Baseball, Gonzaga University,
Whitworth Presbyterian Church Gonzaga, at 2:30 p.m.
11-22 Keiko Yoshikawa, senior art show, 15 Men's Tennis, Lewis & Clark
Koehler Gallery College at Whitworth, 3 p.m.
17 Whitworth College - Community 15 Women's Tennis, Western Oregon
~m~hony Orchestra, 3 p.m., State College at Monmouth, Ore., 3
owes Auditorium p.m.
20 Susan Brown, soprano, §raduation 16 Men's Tennis, Whitman College at
recital, 7:30 p.m., Recite Hall Whitworth, 2:30 p.m.
23 Kristy Parker/Chris Wirt, voice 16 Women's Tennis, Willamette
recital, 3 p.m., Recital Hall University at Salem, Ore., 9 a.m.
24 Cart Nelsen/Gerald Carrell, brass 16 Women's Tennis, Southern Oregon
recital, 3 p.m., Recital Hall State College at Salem, Ore., 3 p.m.
24 Mike Ferrians, jazz piano & 16 Baseball, Willamette University,
composition recital, 7 p.m., Recital Salem, Ore., at 2:30 p.m.
Hall 16 Coed Track & Field, Harry Adams
25-6 Susan Eckhardt, senior art show, Relays, University of Montana,
Koehler Gallery Missoula, Mont.
30 Cathy Tao, piano, ~raduation 17 Baseball, Willamette University,
recital, 7:30 p.m.. ecital Hall Salem, Ore., at 1 p.m.
May 19 Women's Tennis, Whitman College
1 Jean Wolf/Richelle Goettel, voice at Whitworth, 2 p.m.
and strings recital, 3 p.m., Recital 19 Baseball, Central Washington
Hall University, TBA
8 Wind Ensemble Concert, 4 p.m., 20 Women's Tennis, Spokane Falls
Our Savior's Lutheran Church Community College at Whitworth,
9 Jazz Choir Concert, 7 p.m., Recital 2p.m.
Hall 22 Women's Tennis, Seattle
9-15 Special selection of outstandin~ University at Whitworth, 3 p.m.
work from the semester. Jurie Art 23 Men's Tennis, Seattle Pacific
Show, Koehler Gallery University at Whitworth, 2:30 p.m.
13 Greg Slag, ~iaJ?o, senior recital, 23 Women's Tennis, Seattle. Pacific
7:30 p.m., ecital Hall University at Whitworth, 9 a.m.23 Baseball, Linfield College,
S rts Whitworth
24 d Track & Field, CWU
April Invitational, EWU Invitational, U
1 Baseball, Whitman College, Walla of Wash. Invitational, Ellensburg,
Walla, at 3 p.m. Wash.
2 Baseball, Whitman College, Walla 24 Baseball, Linfield College,
Walla, at 1 p.m. Whitworth College, at 1 p.m.
2 Coed Track & Field, USA Games, 24-25 Coed Track & Field, NAIA District
Moscow, Idaho I, DecathlonlHeptathlon,
6 Women's Tennis, Eastern Bellingham, Wash.
Washington University at Cheney, 26 Baseball, Lewis-Clark State College,
3 p.m. Whitworth College, at 3 p.m.
8 Men's Tennis, Pacific Lutheran 27 Women's Tennis, Lewis & Clark
University at Tacoma, 2:30 p.m. State College at Whitworth, 2 p.m.
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I; LIFE INSURANCE i
, 1
jf WHO NEEDS IT. . . i
I. I
it WE DO! i
, t, :
, t
: For a brochure describing unique, low-cost life insurance :
: . ift ~, g's.,. or for an estimate of what a gift would specifically ,
~ cost you, just fill out the information below, clip this f
, coupon, and send it to: :: ': Stephen Trefts, Executive Vice President
: THE WI:IIlWORTH FOUNDATION! Whitworth College
: Spokane. WA 99251,,,i 0 Please send me your life insurance brochure. :., ,
: 0 Please give me an estimate of what it would cost to participate :
! in your life insurance program, :
: t
, My birthdate is ', ,, ,
: 0 Male 0 Female I
! t
! Comments t, ,, ,
: Name :: '
, Address I
~ City, State, Zip Phone'
:: f
r. 1L ~~~~~~~~_~~~M __ ~~~ ~ M~ ~ ~ ~ ~
28-30 Men's Tennis, Conference
Tournament, McMinnville, Ore.
Coed Track & Field, Pelluer
TWilight, 2*8 p.m. at Cheney
Baseball, Lewis and Clark College,
Portland, Ore .. 12 p.m.
6, 7 Track & Field, NWC
Championships (Men only),
Bellingham, Wash.
7 Women's Tennis, Pacific Lutheran
University at Tacoma, 9 a.m.
7 Women's Tennis, Seattle Pacific
University at Seattle, 3 p.m.
7 Baseball, Pacific Lutheran
University, Whitworth College, at
12 .m.
omen s Tennis, District
29
30
May
1 Baseball, Lewis and Clark College,
Portland, Ore., at 1 p.m.
3
iiiversity-junior Varsity, at
Pullman, 3 p.m.
4 Baseball, Lewis-Clark State College,
Lewiston, Idaho, 7 p.m.
STrack & Field, SCC Twilight
(Women only), Spokane
6,7,8 Men's Tennis, District
Tournament, Lewiston, Idaho
6 Women's Tennis, University of
Puget Sound, at Tacoma, 4 p.m.
6 Baseball, Pacific Lutheran
University, Whitworth College, at 3
p.m.
Tournament, Pacific Lutheran
University, Tacoma, Wash.
13, 14 Coed Track & Field, NAJA District
I Championships, Bellingham,
Wash.
Miscellaneous
March
28-4 Spring Vacation
May
9
15
Last Day of Classes
Baccalaureate & Commencement
